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Abstract  
Mistake at Law as a more 

limited scope than 

mistake in ordinary 

usage. In other words, 

what may be regarded as 

mistake by the layman, 

will in most cases not be 

so regarded at law. If one 

or both parties to contract 

enter into it under some 

misunderstanding or miss 

apprehension, in what 

circumstances will they 

be termed to rescind the 

contract on the grand that 

had they known the true 

facts, they would never 

have entered into the 

agreement. 

 

 

ought the house if he had known as a fact that the 

house is unsound.  If ‘B’ has made no 

representation as to soundness and has not 

contracted that the house is sound, ‘A’ is bound and 

cannot recover back the price” 
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INTRODUCTION  

  The word mistake has a 

narrower meaning that 

in its colloquial use.  In 

other words, it bears a 

more restricted meaning 

that in everyday speech 

in law.  If one or both 

parties to a contract 

enter into it under some 

misunderstanding or 

misapprehension, in 

what circumstances will 

they be permitted to 

rescind the contract on 

the ground that had they 

known the true facts, 

they would never have 

entered into the 

agreement.  In other 

words, what may be 

regarded as mistake by 

the layman, will in most 

cases not be so regarded 

at law.  See BELL V. 

LEVER BROS. LTD 

(1932) D.C 161.  Where 

LORD AFKIN clearly 

demonstrated in his 

judgment. 

“A buys Bs house, he 

thinks the house is sound 

and he pays the prices of 

a sound house; he would 

certainly not have  
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To a layman, this case would be regarded as a mistake on the part of ‘A’.  But in law, 

there is as a general rule no mistake in such a situation ‘A’ has got what he contracted 

for. 

However, legal mistake operates within very narrow limits.  It 

applies only to facts and even so only within the narrow areas of 

mistake of facts which are fundamental.  A mistake of law is 

ineffective as every person is presumed to know the law.  Therefore, 

for mistake to be operative, it must be one of fact, not of law.  Where 

a legal mistake operates at all its effect at Common Law is to make 

the contract absolutely void.  See BELL V. LEVER BROTHERS LTD 

(SUPRA).  Where LORD ATKIN said. “If mistake operates at all, it 

operates so as to negative or in some cases to nullify consent”. 

 

It follows that the mere fact that one of the parties to contract acted under the 

mistake does not as a general rule affect the validity of the contract.  In other words, 

a party cannot avoid a contract merely on the ground that he made a mistake in 

entering into it.  Furthermore, a mistake or error judgement on the part of a party 

entering into a contract or the party’s mistake as to his power of performance of the 

contract will not vitiate the contract. 

However at Common law, proof of mistake makes the contract void abinition.  Thus, 
a party who had paid money under such a contract may recover it under action for 
money paid and received to his use.  The refusal could therefore, be very devastating 
to innocent third parties who have paid money towards the acquisition of the subject 
matter of the contract.  In CUMDY V. LINDSAY (1878) 3. D.C 459.  A pogue, pretending 
to be the owner of a prosperous and well known business known as Blenkivon& Co. 
ordered goods from Lindsay, on receiving the goods, the rogue quickly sold the goods 
to Cumdy, who did not know of the rogue’s fraud and disappeared subsequently, 
Lindsay instituted an action to recover the goods from Cumdy.  His action succeeded.  
It was held that the contract between Lindsay and the rogue was vitiated by mistake 
as to identity.  Lindsay intended to sell the goods to Blenkivom, not to the rogue.  
Consequently, title to the goods never passed to the rogue, and the latter could 
therefore not pass a valid title to Cumdy.  Cumdy was forced to return the goods to 
Lindsay and so lost money to the rogue and goods to Lindsay. 
It is this damaging effect that the consequent of mistake has on innocent third parties 
like Cumdy that has necessitated the restricted scope of the doctrine at common law.  
In recent times, suggestions have been made that a loss arising out of mistake should 
be apportioned between the two victims. 
 

TYPES OF MISTAKE 

Mistake may be classified into three:- 

a. Common Mistake:may be defined as a mistake made by both parties in which 

each of them knows the intention of the other and accepts it, but are both 
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mistaken as to some fundamental or underlying facts of the contract.  Strictly 

speaking, such agreement would not be allowed to stand, since the 

fundamental assumption upon which it is based proved to be non-existent or 

fake. 

b. Mutual Mistake: may be defines as one which both parties are mistaken as to 

each other intentions, the parties at the time of the contract are said to be at 

cross purpose on the facts of the contract.  At common law, only fundamental 

mistake to be operational must be one that is capable of excluding offer and 

acceptance and as such to prevent the mistaking party from appreciating the 

fundamental character of offer and acceptance. 

c. Unilateral Mistake:  Is the mistake of only party to the contract on 

fundamental facts  and the other contracting party is aware of it or ought to 

be aware of it, invariably the mistake of one party to the contract may be 

known to the other party.  The effect at which rendered the contract void with 

regards to the person making the mistake. 

 

Where a successful plea of mistake identify is made, there is an operative mistake 

and the effect is to render the contract void abinitio.  Consequently, property 

transferred under the contract can be recovered from any person who holds it.  On 

the other hand, if the plea is successful, the contract in so far as mistake is concerned, 

is valid at common law and property passes to the transferee. 

 

EFFECTS OF MISTAKE 

Mistake at common law gives a somewhat narrow scope to the doctrine of mistake 

which may not render a contract a nullity but equity may come to the plaintiff’s 

rescue in the following ways: 

1. By Rectification: This is applicable where the agreement was reached in 

writing, but fails to express the intention of the parties accurately.  See 

OYADIRAN V. BAGGEN (1963) L.L.R. 96. 

2. By Setting aside the Agreement: The court may grant the plaintiff a rescission 

of the operative mistake.  The mistake may not be void at common law 

because it is not sufficiently fundamentally, the equity will be uniform or 

create undue hardship on the parties.  See COOPER V. PHIBBS (1867) LR. 2.  

See also ABRAHAM V. AHMADU TIJANI (1944) 17 NLR. 123. 

3. By Refusal to grant Specific Performance:  The court may refuse to order 

specific performance of a contract if the mistake is insufficient to avoid the 

contract.  It must be noted that equitable remedies are discretionary in nature 

and as such equity may decline to come to the aid of the disadvantaged party 

if the circumstances are such that it may occasion hardship on the contracting 
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party or on an innocent third party or where the mistake was covered by 

misrepresentation of the plaintiff or where the plaintiff knew of the 

defendant’s mistake.  It should be noted that if none of these conditions is 

satisfied, mistake is nodefenceto an action for specific performance.  See 

TAMPLIM V. JAMES and also see WEBSTER V. COCIL (1861) 3 BEAV. 62. 

4. By Setting Aside the Agreement:  A party whose contract is attached by 

operatives’ mistake may be granted a recession of the contract.  Although the 

mistake may not be void at common law because it is not sufficiently 

fundamental, the court will nevertheless set it aside if it will be unfair or 

create undue hardship, if one of the parties (the party requesting 

enforcement of the contract) oughtto have known the other was mistaken.  

See COPPER V. PHIBBS (SUPRA), See also ABRAHAM V. AMODU TIJANI 

(SUPRA).  The contract was set aside again in LAWRENCE V. LEXCOURT 

HOLDINGS LTD (1978) WLR. 1128.  In this case defendants for 15 years on 

the mistaken belief, shares by both parties, that the plaintiff had unlimted 

planning permission.  In fact, the plaintiff’s planning permission was for only 

two years.  The plaintiff sued for a specific performance of the agreement, to 

which the defendants counter-claimed for rescission on the ground of 

common mistake.  The court dismissed the plaintiff’s suit and granted 

rescission to the defendant. 

 

In COLLE V. BUTCHER (1950) 1.KB. 671.  In this case, both parties believed 

erroneously that, as a result of structural alterations, the flat was subject to rent 

control.  The tenant claimed a declaration that the lease was under rent control, and 

the landlord counter-claimed for recession of the lease on the ground of common 

fundamental mistake, it was held that, the lease was subject to rent control.  That the 

common mistake of the parties was one of fact and not of law, that the lease was 

therefore, voidable at the instance of the landlord. 

Finally, in GRIST V. BAILEY (1966) 3.WLR 618.Where Grist bought a house from 

Bailey for $850.  Both parties believed that a tenant who was in occupation of the 

house was statutory tenant, whereas he was not protected and could have been 

compelled to quit on notice.  The value of the house with vacant possession was 

$2,250. 

It was held that, the parties where under a common mistake of a fundamental nature, 
which at common law, the contract was not void; equity would grant relief and treat 
the contract as voidable.  The seller was therefore entitled to rescind the contract. 
 

MISTAKE IN RELATION TO DOCUMENT 

Under the common law, the rule is that, where a person signs contracted documents 

or execute a deed he is absolutely bound by it and he is not allowed to deny its 
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content, and it is of no moment that he did not read it before signing.  In other words, 

the general rule is that, in the absence of fraud, misrepresentation and operative 

mistaken a person is bound by the document to which he has put his signature, 

whether he read it or not and whether he understands it or not.  This was better 

illustrated in the case of L’ESTRANGE V. GRADUCOBI (1934) 2. KB 394.  Where the 

defendant sold to the plaintiff a slot machine on terms contained in a document 

which had an exemption clause excluding express or implied condition.  The plaintiff 

signed the document without reading the exemption clause.  He brought this action 

on discovering that the machine was defective bound by the signed document and it 

was immaterial that he failed it was held that the plaintiff was to read the clause. 

But the obvious injustice which results from this rule in some cases has led to some 

exceptions to it.  The exceptions were at first restricted to blind persons and illiterate 

persons and to document under seal.  If a blind or illiterate person executes a deed, 

he could escape liability if he could show that the deed was fundamentally different 

in character from that which he contemplated.  In course of time the principle was 

extended, and today it applied to all persons and to all types of written documents 

where the mind of the signer does not accompany the signature.  See FOSTER V. 

MACKWNOM (1869) LR 4. CS 704.  The mind of the signee does not accompany the 

signature which is called the place of non ect factum. 

Thus, in addition to the above exception, that is as regards blind persons and 

illiterate persons, two exceptions have today been recognized. 

1. Fraud or misrepresentation:  Here, there are cases where a person is made to 

append his signature to document by the fraud of others, so that the contract 

contained in the document is different from that which he had in mind or 

abduct which he was told before appending his signature.  If such a 

contractual documents is executed as a result of fraud or misrepresentation 

which affects the legal contents of the signed document, the contract is 

rendered voidable since the contract is not void, it follows that the rights of a 

third party, who acts bonafide in relation to the goods are protected. 

 

In conclusion, mistake has a narrower meaning in law and for it to succeed to vitiate 

a valid contract it must be a mistake of two parties to the contract, but if a plea for 

unilateral mistake is unsuccessful, the contract is so far as mistake is concerned is 

valid at common law and the property passes to the transferee. 
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